Earthen Building &
Art Workshop in
Senegal, West Africa
March 1-29, 2015

Portes et Passages is an art-centered ecovillage community in rural Senegal promoting sustainable living and development in the region through creative initiative and social innovation.

COST:
US$2000/1600€
camping, meals tuition
transport from/to Dakar
2 field trips
evening activities

DISCOUNTS:
$300/242Euros by Jan 15
20% off for couples (2nd person), youth 12-18 & students

Claudine Désirée, founder of Cruzin’ Cob, will lead the construction of the “cob” spiritual center for the Portes et Passages ecovillage.

Muhsana Ali and Amadou Kane Sy, founders of Portes et Passages, will lead the group in the artistic dimension and creative enhancement of earthen buildings.

TO REGISTER and for more info please visit www.portesetpassagesduretour.com and www.cruzincob.com and email muhsaali@gmail.com and claudinedesiree@gmail.com